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I began crafting my storyworld by thinking first about the theme it surrounds. I wanted to 

explore the theme of friendship between three different characters and how their actions can 

change the course of their interwoven relationships. The first iteration of the story began with 

two friends and a third character who has an obligatory relationship with one of the friends (in 

the form of the character’s child or sibling). However, since the natures of these relationships are 

not the same, the characters do not begin as equally important in each other’s eyes. Returning 

back to the original theme of friendship between three characters, I created the characters of Fox, 

Bear, and Girl, all of whom are mutual friends.  

Their story is crafted around the question: What should we do when we have friends with 

competing goals? The non-player characters have personal goals and objectives. To make these 

objectives visually apparent, Bear and Fox each have a house that they are building from a 

personal pile of resources. By looking at how close the house is to being finished and the amount 

of resources available in each pile, players can quickly gauge how close the characters are to 

their personal goals and obstructions to their completion of said goals.  

The two non player characters also have different skill levels pertaining to building 

houses. Bear is an inefficient builder, he takes a very long time to complete his work. He proves 

to be very prepared for the act of building however. He has a large pile of resources to slowly 

complete his house with. Fox is a quick builder. She works fast and completes her work 

efficiently, but the smaller pile of resources she gathered proved to be enough only for half the 

house. These differences create spaces for the characters to either come into conflict with one 

another, create compromise, or boost one another to greater heights.  

The setting of the storyworld is a grassy patch of a forest, a place where bears, girls, and 

foxes are likely to encounter each other and set up real estate in. The setting is split into thirds, 

one third of the space is Fox’s territory, another third of the space is Bear’s territory, and the 
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middle third of the space is neutral ground. This is important to differentiate which house is 

Bear’s, which is Fox’s, and which piles of resources belong to each character. The middle 

ground is a space that allows for things to be shared, a place to potentially reach compromise or 

even to create something new together.  

The character that the player controls, Girl, does not have a house to build. She is given 

greater freedom to decide what role she wants to play in the friendship circle. With a clear 

understanding of the two characters’ personal objectives and their mutual friendliness, she can 

choose to help or hurt the different relationships between them. Her actions may inadvertently 

help or hurt characters as well. Helping Fox for too long, for example, may result in Bear feeling 

greatly unsupported by her. The scope of Girl’s actions and her ability to affect others in ways 

beyond what she might have intended adds a further dimension of reality to the storyworld. 

Continuing in the vein of goals, the various characters all have personal ideas of what 

friendship means or what they might expect of a friend. This depends largely on the characters’ 

personalities. Bear’s concerns are based more heavily in the area of friendships. He is prone to 

jealousy, especially when he perceives that Girl and Fox might be spending a lot of time together 

without him. His desire to build his house fluctuates based on his emotional state, which is tied 

to his perception of his friendships. Fox is single-minded in her desires to build her house. Being 

a quick sort of character, she is quick also to frustration when she is unable to do much for her 

personal ambitions. Fox is therefore more likely to feel supported by friends who help her in 

reaching her ambitions. The two different characters have similar desires, but experience 

fluctuations in these desires for different reasons and at different rates.  

	 The experience would ideally begin with the two non-player characters acknowledging 

each other and Girl, establishing an aura of friendliness between all the characters. This would be 

accomplished by having the characters wave at one another. Soon after, Fox and Bear would go 

to their respective territories and begin building their houses, working at their different speeds. 

This would establish their respective personal goals and their varying abilities and obstacles they 

face in accomplishing these goals. The experience in its current version begins with Fox going to 

build her house and Bear checking to see if Girl will spend time with him. While this beginning 

is imperfect, it does establish the characters’ differing priorities.  

The experience would ideally reach a resolution when a house is built successfully. There 

are a few ways to build a house successfully in this storyworld, traditionally with resources or by 
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simply pushing two separate halves of a house together. The actions the player may take through 

the character of Girl will result in fluctuations in the various character friendships. If Girl bridges 

a compromise between the two by pushing the houses together, all the characters would maintain 

healthy relationships. If Girl helps one character over another to achieve his or her goal, that 

character with the newly built house may feel sympathy for the other left out friend and extend 

an invitation to share the house.  

 

Game Objects and Properties: 
 -Girl 
  +has gravity (rigidbody, collider) 
  +has two ponytails on either side of her head 
  +wears a teal dress 
 -Fox 
  +has gravity (rigidbody, collider) 
  +has orange fur 
  +wears a pink dress 
  +desire to build (float) 
  +desire to share (float) 
  +desire to maintain friendships (float) 
  +feeling supported by girl (boolean) 
  +feeling supported by Bear (boolean) 
  +emotional state (float) 
 -Bear 
  +has gravity (rigidbody, collider) 
  +has brown fur 
  +wears a blue pantsuit, with a front pocket 
  +desire to build (float) 
  +desire to share (float) 
  +desire to maintain friendships (float) 
  +feeling supported by girl (boolean) 
  +feeling supported by Fox (boolean) 
  +emotional state (float) 
 
 -Bear House 
  +ideally has gravity 
  +yellow walls 
  +blue roof 
  +blue door 
  +the right half of a house 
 -Fox House 
  + ideally has gravity 
  +yellow walls 
  +blue roof 
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  +blue door 
  +pink chimney 
 -Bear Resources 
  +ideally has gravity 
  +yellow material, blue material 
  +ideally can lessen the more Bear builds 
 -Fox Resources 
  +ideally has gravity 
  +yellow material, blue material 
  +ideally can lessen the more Fox builds 
 -Grass Floor 
  +grassy 
  +green 
  +has gravity (collider) 

+has patches without grass in the left third, right third, and middle third of the 
game scene 

 -Drama Manager 
  +invisible game object 
  +gauges the distances between game objects in the storyworld 
 
Actions and Behaviors: 
 

Non-player characters (Bear, Fox): 
  +Bear Wave  

-with high desire to maintain friendships and feeling supported= friendly 
wave 
-with high desire to maintain friendships and feeling unsupported = calling 
for attention irritably 
 

  +Fox Wave  
-with high desire to maintain friendships and feeling supported= friendly 
wave 
-with high desire to maintain friendships and feeling unsupported = calling 
for attention irritably 
-with high desire to maintain friendships and high desire to build = calling 
for help with building 
 

  +Bear Extend Arms  
   +Bear Hug 

-high desire to maintain friendships, feeling supported, emotional 
state is high, distance from Girl is small 

    
   +Bear Desperate Call for Attention 

-desire to maintain friendships is high, feeling unsupported, 
emotional state is low, distance from Girl is great 
(particularly jealous) 
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   +Bear Push 
    -depending upon the distance Bear is from an object 

-with high desire to share, pushing resources/house toward middle 
 
   +Bear Pull 
    -depending upon the distance Bear is from an object 

-with high desire to share, pulling resources/house toward middle 
 

  +Fox Extend Arms  
   +Fox Hug 

-high desire to maintain friendships, feeling supported, emotional 
state is high, distance from Girl is small 

    
   +Fox Desperate Call for Attention 

-desire to maintain friendships is high, feeling unsupported, 
emotional state is low, distance from Girl is great (particularly 
frustrated) 

 
   +Fox Push 
    -depending upon the distance Fox is from an object 

-with high desire to share, pushing resources/house toward middle 
   +Fox Pull 
    -depending upon the distance Fox is from an object 

-with low desire to maintain friendships, high desire to build, 
pulling Bear’s resources to Fox’s territory 

  +Move left 
   -available to all characters 
   -determines distance/proximity 
 

+Move right 
 -available to all characters 
 -determines distance/proximity 
   
+Bear build 
 -desire to build is high 
 
 
+Fox build 
 -desire to build is high 
  

  +Bear Cry 
   -emotional state is low 
 
  +Fox Cry 
   -emotional state is low 
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 Player Character (Girl): 
  +Move Left 
   -determines distance/proximity 
    

+Move Right  
 -determines distance/proximity 
 

  +Pull  
   -game objects and characters 

 
+Push  
 -game objects and characters 

   
+Build 
 -helping Bear or Fox with building their house 
 

  +Wave  
   -call for attention of other characters 
   -boost Fox/Bear’s desire to maintain friendships 
 

Rules of the storyworld: 

+If desire to build is high for non-player character, the character will walk towards 

his/her own house to build it 

 

+ If desire to build is high for non-player character and distance from own resources is 

low, the character will pull/push own resources close to own house 

+If desire to build is low for non-player character, the use the “build” action at all, 

distance from own house will also be irrelevant 

 

+If desire to build is high and desire to maintain friendships is high, then the desire to 

share is high 

 

+If desire to build is high and desire to maintain friendships is low, then the desire to 

share is low 

 

+If emotional state is low, the desire to build may be high or low (Relationship oriented 

Bear may choose to stop building, while Work oriented Fox may choose to keep building 
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and find more morally questionable ways to complete her task), the desire to maintain 

friendships will be low 

 

+If emotional state is high, the desire to maintain friendships is high, the desire to build 

will likely go up 

 

As listed above, the player character of Girl can move left, move right, pull, push, wave, 

and build. In the current version of the storyworld, Girl is not able to wave or build yet, but she 

has access to the rest of the actions. Moving left and right is determined by pressing the left and 

right arrow keys. By pressing the “A” key and standing in close proximity to another game 

object, the user would have parented that game object to Girl. Depending on the direction in 

which Girl moves, she can push or pull that object to the desirable location. To stop pushing and 

pulling that object, the player can press the “B” key to release that object.  

 By moving the character of Girl around in the storyworld, the player is able to spend time 

with the characters by decreasing the distance between Girl and the character that the player 

would like to spend time with. Should Girl a longer period of time with a specific character, the 

other character will react to their shared time accordingly. Girl is also able to move characters or 

objects away. Moving Fox’s resources or house away from her when her desire to build is high, 

for example, would result in Fox becoming frustrated (change in emotional state) and feeling 

unsupported by girl. This would tip her desire to maintain friendships, and possibly reduce her 

desire to share things with the other characters.  

If Girl spends too much time with Fox, Bear might begin to feel jealous and call for her 

attention. If Girl is unable to spend time with Bear (by moving to stand close by him), Bear will 

have a low emotional state and will begin to cry. If however, he searches for Girl yet again and 

she responds to his call, his emotional state will increase as he begins to feel supported by Girl. 

This will ultimately result in a heightened desire to build his house and complete his personal 

ambitions. While the theme surrounds the idea of friendship, the storyworld is built to create an 

environment that promotes the act of friends helping one another and responding kindly to each 

other’s needs. The feedback that the player will receive over time, therefore, will show Bear and 

Fox having sympathy for one another if one of them ultimately ends up without a fully built 

home.  
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 Playtesting sessions allowed me to trace the different variables and find out if certain if 

statements collided with each other. During one version of the storyworld, Bear wouldn’t change 

from his idle position despite the fluctuations desire to maintain friendships. This was resolved 

upon the discovery that the low desire to build (idle sprite) would overrule the various if 

statements detailing desire to maintain friendships. By creating a Boolean that would allow the 

code to run through friendships first before running through desire to build, Bear was able to 

express his feelings about his desire to maintain friendship or lack of it. Another round of 

playtesting helped me realize that Bear needed a greater variety of sprites to convey his different 

wants and emotions. As a result, I added Bear’s sad sprite that would pop up after a coroutine 

that timed his wait for Girl when he is jealous. The sad sprite conveys immediately his feeling 

unsupported by Girl. Similarly, his extended arms when Girl returns to him convey the idea that 

Bear is responding to her presence and has a change of emotional state.  

 

Screen shots: 
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Reflections: 
 

In creating the storyworld, I tried to make the different characters distinct from one 

another. Through different color schemes, varying heights, and differently shaped silhouettes, I 

tried to help the player not fall into confusion about which character they are controlling and the 

different characters of Fox and Bear. The different territories of Fox, Bear, and the neutral 

(sharing) ground were marked by grassless patches in either third of the playable area. To convey 

to players that Bear’s house-in-progress and Fox’s house-in-progress can possibly be combined 

to form one house, as well as how the resources can be used for either house, I made sure that the 

houses all were of the same color scheme and size. 

I had expected and planned to complete all interactions amongst the three characters. I 

soon realized that these expectations were hard to meet. In my frenzy of trying to create a 

complete storyworld, I tried to scale the interactions between characters further down, giving 

them fewer actions and fewer options. I soon realized this to be an unsatisfactory way of 

proceeding forward. Even if the storyworld ends up not being completely coded and created, it 

was important to create a plan for a storyworld that felt dimensional. These characters needed 

many different variables to feel like true characters, ones that players felt had real ambitions and 

desires to fulfill, a true reflection of what friends are like in reality.  

In this vein of thought, I ended up adding more variables and more sprites to each 

character. I added variables such as the strength of a non-player character’s relationship with Girl 

to the mix. When I eventually realized that the strength of the character relationships would be 

expressed adequately via the different variables, I took away that variable and placed a more 

specific variable that I would need to gauge but had not yet defined: the non-player characters’ 

emotional states.  

 I ran into some issues regarding coroutines. I had used Unity C# very briefly in my 

sophomore year, so I am unfortunately unfamiliar with a lot of the coding syntax. I wanted to run 

a timer that would start only when an if statement proved to be true. While I had initially tried 

using a counter, I realized through research and help from IMA fellow Dave that a coroutine 

would run at a more accurate frame rate and allowed me more options to return to it later.  

I set out to create coroutines, but soon realized that the placement of code is really 

important. Having the if statement wrap around a start coroutine command produces a different 

result from having start coroutine before the if statement. I also found some trouble defining 
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what should go in update and what should go into the IEnumerators defining the coroutine. 

Through research and the help from various people, I was able to figure out how to make the 

interactions happen in the code. IMA fellows Dave and Kyle have been immensely patient and 

helpful with all my questions regarding C#, and fellow IMA friend Kevin Ni has also been kind 

to help me with understanding coroutines.  

 The world of interactive story feels so vast. The linear story is so easy to define and 

determine, participators find themselves immersed within the story as the author had intended. 

Interactive story however requires a great deal of participation and activity on the part of the 

reader/player. While a linear story can exist without a reader, an interactive story simply cannot 

exist without its user. Interactive story feels to me much like an old game I had to play as a kid. 

In a group of three children or so, we had to work together to draw a creature. The first kid draws 

a head, the second kid draws the body, and the third draws the legs. Interactive story feels a lot 

like being that first kid, crafting the start of a beautiful drawing and passing it off to someone 

else to draw things completely out of line with your original vision. I believe that I’ve grown to 

be more of a team player over the years, but relinquishing control of the storyline to the user can 

still feel somewhat difficult.  

There is much to convey to the other “writer” of the story, including what my premise 

holds and the kind of personalities and relationships the characters begin with. I adored reading 

wordless picture books growing up, thinking that people who could convey vast complexities of 

emotion and develop characters without saying a word were magic. Relying only on visuals 

pushed me to dissect the magic of what these illustrators have done, figuring out how extended 

arms can be read differently when held a little higher or a little lower.  

Overall, it has become clear to me how the visual based interactive story is truly in a 

genre of its own. Unlike a lot of games where there is a clear objective (find the object, explore 

the world, get past a level), the interactive story asks an open-ended question that has many 

answers. Much like life, there is no clear objective lest the experiencer establishes one for him or 

herself. Similarly, the interactive story is not a film. Films tell stories that are set, they invite 

audiences to experience the set stories and divine meaning from the incidents they have seen. An 

interactive story may be based upon certain meanings that the creator decides to convey, but the 

user ultimately gets to decide the incidents that happen and potentially alter the meanings the 
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creator has crafted into the world. I feel that there is still so much that I hope to explore about 

this genre, and would hope to delve deeper into the realm of interactive story in the future.  

 
 
 


